Extensions Policy

Computer Science Department Special Cases

The College has a central extensions application procedure that applies to certain types of coursework assignments. See the student intranet for details.

Many of the Computer Science coursework assignments are designed to have a primarily formative function. The main purpose is to help students to engage with the course material and to provide them with feedback on their progress. It is essential that this coursework is done at the time it is set, both to have the required engagement impact and to allow feedback to be given promptly.

For this reason, 5/10 day central extensions cannot be given for the Term 2 assignments listed below. (Term 1 assignments are listed at the end.)

If you have circumstances which impact on your ability to meet the submission deadline for any of the assignments below please contact your personal advisor immediately, and they will consider what can be done to help. For postgraduate students in the first instance contact Sharon Thomas.

The College guidelines require students to manage their workloads, allowing for potential illness and personal issues and taking into account on-going circumstances, so that deadlines can be met. The assignments will be set well in advance of the submission deadline so that you can plan your work schedule.

CS1812: Assignment 3, Assignment 4, Assignment 5, lab exercises
CS1813: Prototype demonstration, Final application, Presentation, lab exercises
CS1830: Quiz 1, 2, 3, 4
CS1840: Assignment 1, Assignment 2
CS1870: Assignment 1, Assignment 2
CS2810 Sprint 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, Group project
CS2860: Assignment 1, Assignment 2
CS3110: Assignment 1, Assignment 2
CS3810: Final project, Presentation
CS3821: Final project
CS3846/CS2846/CS2847: Group project I, Group project II, Individual report I
CS3870: Assignment 1, Assignment 2
CS4234: Assignment 1, Assignment 2, Assignment 3, Assignment 4
CS4821: Final project
CS4825: Final project
CS5110 Assignments 1, Assignment 2
CS5234 Assignments 1,2,3,4 (group project)
CS5870 Presentation

For assignments not listed above please follow the College central extensions policy as described on the College student intranet.

Term 1 Assignments

CS1811: mid-term test, Assignment 1, Assignment 2, lab exercises
CS1803: group project
CS1820: the practical lab assessments, group presentation, group project demonstration
CS1860/CS2865: Assignment 1, Assignment 2
CS1890/CS2890: Assignment 1, Assignment 2, Assignment 3, Assignment 4
CS2850: Assignment 1, Assignment 2
CS2855: Assignment 1, Assignment 2, Assignment 3
IY2760/CS3760: Assignment 1, Assignment 2, Assignment 3, Assignment 4
CS3470: Assignment 1, Assignment 2, Assignment 3, Assignment 4
CS3490: Assignment 1, Assignment 2
CS3920: Assignment 1, Assignment 2, Assignment 3, Laboratory Exercises
CS4100: Assignment 1, Assignment 2, Assignment 3, Laboratory Exercises
CS5490: Assignment 1, Assignment 2
CS5920: Assignment 1, Assignment 2, Assignment 3, Laboratory Exercises
CS5100: Assignment 1, Assignment 2, Assignment 3, Laboratory Exercises
CS5800: Assignments 1-4 (MFA)
CS5855: Project Part A  Project Part B